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TECHNICAL POSSIBILITY OF CONTROLLING A VENTILATION SYSTEM IN A
VEHICLE VIA A DEVICE (E.G. MOBILE PHONE)
Initial situation:
Today's vehicles are equipped with simple scenting and/or ionisation devices.
These are mostly M-equipment and are currently switched on or off by the customer. This equipment is used to improve
the air. These scenting systems are operated by the vehicle via the control system.

Prototype with 4 cartridges (under development).
Disadvantage:
Extra operation and control must be implemented in the vehicle for the air freshening system.
Especially if the customer wants to retrofit this, operation via HMI is not available or can be retrofitted very costintensively (e.g. original accessories).
Solution:
The core of the idea is that the control of a scenting system in a vehicle should take place automatically via a device
(e.g. mobile phone).
In this way, the customer can operate his scenting system via the device and is not dependent on the periphery in the
vehicle.
In principle, communication should only take place via mobile phone and, if necessary, mirroring on the HMI.
Operation via the vehicle should be excluded from this.
1st variant
In an app already in use today, the vehicle is precisely identified via the chassis number. This means that the additional
equipment is also stored here. This means that the mobile phone already knows via the app what is installed in the
vehicle.
This app is to be expanded accordingly. This means that the technology of the air conditioning system and a
corresponding protocol for operation can also be stored in the app.
The operation can then be transferred to the HMI via the connection, e.g. Apple Carplay.
2nd variant
The mobile phone connects automatically to the vehicle. A separate app is stored on the mobile phone that
automatically establishes communication with the vehicle and recognises the scenting system.
If the scenting has been recognised (via an ID), the system should then recognise the corresponding actuators by
means of "slave node detection" and determine the travel paths. I.e. detection of fan and corresponding usage range
(2.5 ...12 volts); actuator - number and travel with corresponding values; etc.
Compare: Auto-addressing of actuators on the air-conditioning unit.
https://www.ti.com/lit/an/slda038/slda038.pdf?ts=1645560773588&ref_url=https%253A%252F%252Fwww.google.de%2
52Furl%253Fesrc%253Ds%2526q%253D%2526rct%253Dj%2526sa%253DU%2526url%253Dhttps%253A%252F%252
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Fwww.ti.com%252Flit%252Fpdf%252Fslda038%2526ved%253D2ahUKEwj6_Pmwj5T2AhVUx2EKHdGJALMQFnoECAI
QAg%2526usg%253DAOvVaw3mAEREBZ7Kmnat3kyBsnYk
With this variant, any type/variant of ventilation system can be recognised and operated.
3rd variant
The mobile phone automatically connects to the vehicle. There is a separate app on the mobile phone that automatically
establishes communication with the vehicle and recognises the ventilation system (ID).
The complete operating function is stored on the control unit of the air conditioning system. This can then be sent to the
mobile phone accordingly. This operating function is then "unpacked" on the mobile phone and the customer has a user
interface on his device.
This requires a scenting system that is equipped with the corresponding intelligence.
Furthermore, this interaction can also be coupled with an ioniser.
Advantage:
Through this device, the customer has the possibility to operate the scenting system separately via his mobile phone.
Preferably, this technical possibility can also be used for retrofitting a system.
Technical implementation:
Vehicle with scenting system: Appropriate control unit with corresponding intelligence/software
•
Mobile phone or device equipped with the corresponding software or app.
•
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